Local Impact Assessment

Faster, Better Informed Product
Registration Updates.
A large share of time spent by regulatory teams
is anchored in product change management.
Due to the varying regulatory requirements
across country and region, the task of
determining the impacts on existing product
registrations is typically a time-consuming,
highly manual process.
RegulatoryOne Local Impact Assessment
streamlines internal registration review for
regulatory teams, enabling user-friendly
automation that saves countless hours of
Automatically find matching registrations
manual searching through active registrations.
when registering new products
The built-in automation assists users in
identifying underlying implications for
registrations and dossiers updates quickly. When assessing whether a registration can be reused or
an amendment is needed, regional or local differences are automatically identified, allowing users to
proceed without delay. The Local Impact Assessment feature of RegulatoryOne allows companies to
more effectively manage inherent product evolution and respond to customer needs.

Velocity to Market
Reduce time to market by quickly identifying impacted registrations of a proposed
product change. Align activity on global, regional, and local levels with automatic
setup of tailored regulatory processes and country specific requirements.

Faster Innovation Cycles
Ensure marketing needs are met on time, every time by reusing existing
registrations and already approved content. Only work on what is necessary.

End-to-End Registration Management
Initiate registration events that define the necessary product and market
requirements to create or to amend. Automation helps you identify and define the
requirements for each product registration, increasing overall
efficiency and visibility.
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Local Impact
Assessment Features
Access to Your Existing List of Registrations
No more searching through potentially hundreds, or
even thousands, of existing active registrations. With
impacted registrations readily available, regulatory
teams can quickly assess and resolve product change
requests in a consistent and reliable manner.
Split Registration Items per Region and Product
Reduce data entry by breaking down a complex
registration into granular registerable items such
as kit components, product shades, or respective
countries and states.

Real-time Dashboards and Reports
Submission Interface
Monitor and track KPIs including number of
registrations amendments, new registration per
country, pending requirements to be fulfilled, and
expected documents.

Local Impact Assessment
Easily determine if the new product can be registered
under an existing active registration, with amendments
or no action required, or if a completely new
registration is needed for that product in a
specific country.

Atomic Security for Total Access Control
Atomic Security allows your Vault Administrators
to easily control access, visibility, and permissions
to make sure that only the right people do the right
things at the right time, without compromising data
integrity or history.
Configurable Registration Impact Factors
Define for each type of registration the factors to
assess to find out if the registration can be used, as
well as their impact. Registration impact factors such
as – Formula, Artwork, Claims, Repack, etc. – can be
easily added through configuration to meet evolving
market requirements.

About Veeva

Comprehensive Security
Veeva protects customer data with world- class
physical, network, application, and data- level
security. All communications to Vault and stored
content are encrypted. By maintaining an ISO
27001 certified comprehensive security system, we
ensure the confidentiality, integrity, and availability
of our customers’ data.

Founded in 2007, Veeva NYSE (VEEV), is a global provider of industry-specific cloud software solutions that address
the unique operating challenges and regulatory requirements of the consumer products and chemical industries. Our
solutions help R&D, quality, regulatory and commercial teams eliminate inefficiencies and bring high-quality, safe,
sustainable products to market without compromising compliance. Veeva is headquartered in the San Francisco Bay
Area, with offices throughout North America, Europe, Asia, and Latin America. Learn more.
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